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Driving Directions & Answer Key
Please read all your directions before you leave home and refer to this info as 
you go. YOU MUST BE AT THE FIRST STOP NO LATER THAN 4:15 PM

Tips for your trip:

• Bring masks. You may want to get out of your car at stops 4, 5 and 6.

• Print out the these instructions and the treasure map for the kids before you leave 
the house so the kids can follow along. There will be drawings at the end with their 
completed forms. 

• Find us by looking for the tall teal “Open House” Group O’Dell flags at the stops. 

• Stop #3 has construction so we will actually be across the street to the west at Southmoreland Park. But be sure 
to drive the kids around the museum.

Stop #1 – Steam engine trains once ruled the day, for soldierscoming home or just 
getting away. Whether going to Independence or your next vacation, consider leaving from 
“UNION STATION”. (Drive up to the dinosaur in the outer parking lot. Drive up Kessler 
Rd to the next stop.)

Stop #2 – It’s made of limestone, stands tall like a guard, a “MEMORIAL” to men 
and women who all fought abroad. Get out of your car and look from the point, 
where you see the skyline that won’t disappoint. (Drive down the main drive way 
and look for the Open House flag towards the front of the Memorial)

Stop #3 – Collections of all kinds, famous artists are featured. This museum 
was a gift from a newsman and teacher. Visit and see because it’s all free, 
the “NELSON ATKINS”  sculpture garden has a stainless steel tree. (Due 
to construction, we will be across the street at Southmoreland Park. Drive 
down Warwick & 46th St - You can drive North on Warwick from 45th or 
South on Warwick from 46th)

Stop #4 – Christmas isn’t the same without this old shop, the smell and the 
flavors have your stomach turned out. Others have tried but they never win, cause 
“TOPSY’S” canned flavors have collectible tins. (Park anywhere near 4706 
Central. Park and walk to the next stop. If you would rather stay in your car, text 
Carmen at 816-289-6374 and she will be glad to bring out your treat)

Stop #5 – A lady with grapes “POMONA FOUNTAIN” you’ll see, she’s the 
goddess of vineyards and was shipped from Italy. In front of the restaurant 
with SEASONAL fare, her full body bronze has a beautiful stare. (340 Ward 
Parkway. If you are staying in your car, text Erin at 913-231-9870 and pull 
up to the valet spot at Seasons 52)

Stop #6 – A man who sold biscuits grew plenty of fame, leaving his money to 
charity, for that was his aim. 75 acres of gardens and play, the shelter at, “LOOSE 
PARK” is our final display. (Look for us at the Jacob Loose statue right across 
from the shelter - turn off Wornall.)
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Steam engine trains once ruled the day, for soldiers 
coming home or just getting away. Whether going 
to Independence or your next vacation, consider 
leaving from —N———  ST—————.

It's made of limestone, stands tall 
like a guard, a ME——RI—L to 
men and women who all fought 
abroad. Get out of your car and 
look from the point, where you see 
the skyline that won't disappoint. 

Collections of all kinds, famous artists are featured. This museum was a gift from a 
newsman and teacher. Visit and see because it's all free, the NEL ——— - —TKI—— 
sculpture garden has a stainless steel tree.

Christmas isn't the same without this 
old shop, the smell and the flavors have 
your stomach turned out. Others have 
tried but they never win, cause 
TOP——’s canned flavors have 
collectible tins.

A lady with grapes the P—MO—A 
FO——TAIN you'll see, she's the goddess of 
vineyards and was shipped from Italy. In front of 
the restaurant with SEASONAL fare, her full body 
bronze has a beautiful stare. 

A man who sold biscuits grew plenty of fame leaving his money to 
charity, for that was his aim. 75 acres of gardens and play, his statue 
at LO——E P—RK is our final display.
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Fill in all of the blanks and put your name 
on this sheet, for we will have a drawing 
for a very special treat!

FOR THE KIDS


